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(57) ABSTRACT

The present invention provides systems, methods, and

devices for improved computed tomography (CT) and, more

specifically, to methods for improved single photon com-

puted tomography (SPECT) using exact and stable region of

interest (ROI) reconstructions. This technology can be

extended across all tomographic modalities. Embodiments

provide a method and a system for reconstructing an image

from projection data provided by a single photon emission

computed tomography scanner comprising: identifying a

region of interest in an object; defining an attenuation coef-

ficient and object boundary; computing the generalized Hil-

bert transform ofthe data through the defined region of inter-

est and a known subregion; and reconstructing the image with

improved temporal resolution at lower radiation doses,

wherein the reconstructing comprises performing a recon-

struction method that yields an exact and stable reconstruc-

tion. Embodiments also provide a method and a system for

reconstructing an image from projection data provided by a

single photon emission computed tomography scanner com-

prising: identifying a region of interest in an object; defining

an attenuation coefiicient and object boundary; and recon-

structing the images by minimizing the high order total varia-

tion while minimizing the data discrepancy.

38 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets
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METHODS FOR IMPROVED SINGLE

PHOTON EMISSION COMPUTED

TOMOGRAPHY USING EXACT AND STABLE

REGION OF INTEREST RECONSTRUCTIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to and the benefit of the

filing date of US. Provisional Application No. 61/257,443,

filed Nov. 2, 2009, which is hereby incorporated by reference

herein in its entirety.

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

This invention was made with government support under

grants EB002667, EB004287, and EB011785 awarded by

The National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Bio-

medical Imaging and Bioengineering. The government has

certain rights in the invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention provides systems and methods for

improved computed tomography (CT). More specifically, the

invention provides methods for improved single photon com-

puted tomography (SPECT) using exact and stable region of

interest (ROI) reconstructions. The inventive technology can

be extended across all biomedical tomography-based modali-

ties.

2. Description of Related Art

Classic CT theory targets exact reconstruction of a whole

cross-section or of an entire object from complete projec-

tions, while practical applications such as medical CT, micro-

and nano-CT often need to focus on a much smaller internal

region of interest (ROI). Current CT theory cannot exactly

reconstruct an internal ROI only from projections associated

with x-rays through the ROI because this interior problem

does not have a unique solution. When applying traditional

CT algorithms for interior reconstruction from projection

data, features outside ofthe ROI may create artifacts overlap-

ping inside features, rendering the images inaccurate or use-

less. Moreover, even more problems are associated with clini-

cal imaging, as well as in the case of small animals. Although

there has been an explosive growth in the development of

cone-beam micro-CT scanners for such studies, the efforts

are generally limited to cross-sectional or volumetric imaging

at high spatial resolution of 20-100 um and only at large

radiation doses. These high radiation doses have devastating

results on the patients and the animals and therefore eliminate

the use of frequent CT as a possibility for medical use and

pre-clinical laboratory investigations.

Facing the increasing radiation risk cause by CT examina-

tions, a number of image reconstruction algorithms were

developed to reduce the amount of necessary raw data. A

recent milestone is the two-step Hilbert transform method

developed by Noo et al. In their framework, an object image

on a PI-line/chord can be exactly reconstructed if the inter-

section between the chord and the object is completely cov-

ered by the field of view (FOV). In 2006, Defrise et al.

proposed an enhanced data completeness condition that the

image on a chord in the FOV can be exactly reconstructed if

one end of the chord segment in the object is covered by the

FOV.

While the CT reconstruction algorithms are being

advanced rapidly, the single photon emission computed
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2

tomography (SPECT) techniques are also experiencing

remarkable improvements. As a unique biomedical tomo-

graphic imaging technique, SPECT is able to reconstruct an

image from the radioactive source distribution. SPECT is

performed with a gamma camera to acquire multiple 2D

projections from multiple angles. Then, a tomographic recon-

struction algorithm is applied to the fanbeam/cone-beam pro-

jections, yielding a 2D/3D image. Different from the line

integral model for x-ray imaging, the SPECT projections can

be mathematically modeled as an exponentially attenuated

Radon transform. In this context, the CT reconstruction may

be regarded as a special case of SPECT since all the attenu-

ation coefficients are zeros which would allow for a better

reconstruction method. However, the reconstruction tech-

niques of CT cannot be directly used for SPECT.

Despite the impressive advancement ofthe CT technology,

there are still unmet, critical and immediate needs such as

those mentioned above for better image quality at lower

radiation doses in many biomedical uses and other investiga-

tions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The numerous limitations inherent in the scanning systems

described above provide great incentive for new, better sys-

tems and methods capable of accounting for one or more of

these issues. If CTs are to be seen as an accurate, reliable

therapeutic answer, then improved methods for reconstruct-

ing an image should be developed that can accurately predict

the image with improved temporal resolution and less arti-

facts at lower radiation doses.

Embodiments of the invention provide images with less

than about 500 ms temporal resolution or less, such as, e. g.,

about 100 ms temporal resolution or less, about 80 ms or less,

or about 60 ms or less, or about 50 ms or less, or about 30 ms

or less, or even about 10 ms or less, and so forth. Ideally,

embodiments ofthe invention provide methods, systems, and

devices capable of reconstructing images based on scanned

regions of interest with resolution than is improved as com-

pared with such images obtained by SPECT without the algo-

rithms of the invention. Even further preferred are methods,

systems, and devices capable of achieving high quality

images (e.g., same or better quality as compared with con-

ventional SPECT-based images) with a radiation dose that is

less than would be administered in a conventional SPECT-

based situation.

The primary limitation to the above-mentioned, state-of-

the-art treatment planning system is its need to provide good

temporal resolution and image reconstruction when low

doses of radiation are involved. However, as more complex

applications for scanning are encountered, reconstruction of

key subject areas such as the heart, lung, head and neck is

cumbersome at best and may be inadequate to develop reli-

able diagnosis and therapies. Therefore, a more advanced

system that allows for the production of better object recon-

struction at lower radiation doses would be ideal. The present

invention allows for the adaptation of interior SPECT to

provide such improved reconstructions.

Accordingly, embodiments ofthe invention provide meth-

ods and systems for reconstructing an image from projection

data provided by a single photon emission computed tomog-

raphy scanner comprising: identifying a region of interest in

an object; defining a constant attenuation coefficient and

object boundary; measuring the Hilbert transform ofthe data

through the defined region of interest; and reconstructing the

image with improved temporal resolution at lower radiation
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doses, wherein the reconstructing comprises performing a

reconstruction method that yields an exact and stable recon-

struction.

In some embodiments, the reconstructed image is a portion

of a heart, a lung, a head, or a neck in a patient.

In preferred embodiments, the single photon emission

computed tomography projections are uniformly attenuated

local projections.

In other preferred embodiments, the single photon emis-

sion computed tomography projections are modeled as a

Radon transform.

In yet another embodiment, the present invention provides

a method for reconstructing an image from projection data

provided by a single photon emission computed tomography

scanner comprising: identifying a region of interest in an

object; defining the region of interest as piecewise polyno-

mial; measuring the Hilbert transform ofthe data through the

defined region of interest; and reconstructing the image with

improved temporal resolution at lower radiation doses,

wherein the reconstructing comprises performing an

improved high order TV minimization.

In such embodiments, the improved high order TV mini-

mization has an explicit formula for cases with polynomial

order of about 2 or more.

The features and advantages ofembodiments ofthe present

invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art. While

numerous changes may be made by those skilled in the art,

such changes are within the spirit of the invention.

Specific embodiments include a computed tomography-

based reconstruction method comprising reconstructing a

region ofinterest (ROI) ofan object into an image from single

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) projection

data ofthe ROI by modeling the projection data as an attenu-

ated Radon transform comprising formula:

P0(0,s)= rm“10*)e’fzmu‘39+79*ldidt

where subscript “0” indicates original projection data, 6:(cos

6, sin (6)), 6i:(—sin 6, cos (6)), and p.(x) is the attenuation

coefficient map on the whole compact support 9.

Such methods can further comprise: defining a constant

attenuation coefficient and object boundary; and measuring

the Hilbert transform of the data through the ROI. Even

further, methods according to embodiments of the invention

can further comprise: defining the region of interest as piece-

wise polynomial; and reconstructing the image by perform-

ing a high order TV minimization.

Other embodiments ofthe invention include a method fur-

ther comprising scanning an object using a SPECT scanner to

acquire projection data relating to the object. Methods can

also include single photon emission computed tomography

projection data which are uniformly attenuated local proj ec-

tions. Further, the proj ection data P0(6, s) canbe acquired with

gamma camera. According to method embodiments, the

reconstruction image can be reconstructed using guided com-

puted tomography and/or nano-computer tomography.

Also included within the scope ofthe invention is a SPECT

system comprising: a SPECT scanner operably configured

for scanning an object to acquire projection data relating to

the object; a processing module operably configured for

reconstructing the scanned portion ofthe object into an image

by identifying a region of interest (ROI), measuring the Hil-

bert transform of the data through the defined ROI, perform-
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4

ing a reconstruction method that yields an exact and stable

reconstruction; and a processor for executing the processing

module.

Such systems can be operably configured for scanning and

reconstructing a heart, lung, head, or neck of a subject. Even

further, such systems canbe operably configured such that the

reconstructing employs singular value decomposition.

Systems of the invention can be operably configured,

wherein the single photon emission computed tomography

projection data are uniformly attenuated local projections.

Preferred system embodiments of the invention are oper-

ably configured such that the processing module is capable of

modeling the projection data as an attenuated Radon trans-

form comprising formula:

P0(0,s)= rm“woafimubgtmflflm

where subscript “0” indicates original projection data,

6:(cos 6, sin (6)), 6i:(—sin 6, cos (6)), and p.(x) is the attenu-

ation coefficient map on the whole compact support 9.

Projection data Po(6,s) can be acquired with a gamma

camera according to some embodiments ofthe present inven-

tion.

Even further, systems of the invention can be operably

configured for reconstructing the image using guided com-

puted tomography and/or nano-computer tomography.

It is noted that although only specific embodiments or

methods, systems, and devices are listed in this summary,

these embodiments can be expanded to cover methods, sys-

tems, and/or devices regardless of the type of embodiment is

listed. For example, when referring to only a method, such

disclosure should be construed to include devices and sys-

tems comprising the same elements. Further, these specific

embodiments can be altered or modified by omitting one or

more elements specifically listed and/or by combining ele-

ments of another listed embodiment therewith. For example,

if a method embodiment refers to having two method steps,

that embodiment can be construed as a system capable of

performing only one of those functions and/or as a system

capable of performing both of the listed functions and any

other function listed for another embodiment. It is within the

capabilities of those of ordinary skill in the art to modify this

disclosure in this way.

In the context of this disclosure, accuracy or theoretically

exact means that the algorithm is theoretically exact for a

good portion ofvoxels in the object or theoretically exact if a

practically insignificant portion of data could be handled in a

more complicated fashion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These drawings illustrate certain aspects of some of the

embodiments ofthe present invention, and should not be used

to limit or define the invention.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a parallel beam

coordinate system for SPECT imaging.

FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of various exact recon-

struction conditions based on the generalized Hilbert trans-

form using the exact reconstruction region by Noo et al.

FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram of various exact recon-

struction conditions based on the generalized Hilbert trans-

form using the exact reconstruction region described by the

methods of this application.
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FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram ofthe interior reconstruction

configuration in terms ofNevanlinna principle.

FIG. 4 is a graphic representation allowing for the visual-

ization of the exactness measurement CEN“ for different con-

figurations ofN, no and 6.

FIG. 5 is a graphic representation allowing for the visual-

ization of the stability measurement CEN“ for different con-

figurations ofN, no and 6.

FIG. 6A is an illustration ofthe Shepp-Logan phantom for

interior reconstruction of SPECT in a display window [0.15,

0.45].

FIG. 6B is an illustration ofthe Shepp-Logan phantom for

interior reconstruction of SPECT with a disk support, a rect-

angular field of view and a strip-shaped known prior region.

FIG. 7 is an illustration of the SPECT interior reconstruc-

tion results. The left, middle and right columns are respec-

tively for the case:0 cm‘l, 0.15 cm‘1 and 0.30 cm‘l. The top

row images are reconstructed from noise-free projection data,

while the bottom row ofimages are reconstructed from noisy-

data with 1 .0% Gaussian white noise. For each image, profile

along the central white line is attached on the right. The

display window is [015,045].

FIG. 8 is a schematic representation ofthe configuration of

a compact support and a ROI for interior SPECT tomography.

FIG. 9 is a schematic representation ofa radial line through

the origin.

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of ROI consisting of 7

sub-domains.

FIG. 11 is a schematic illustrating the Qk of (a) the first and

(b) second types.

FIG. 12A is an illustration of the interior SPECT recon-

struction of the Shepp-Logan phantom modified with linear

variations over sub-domains from the original phantom. The

display window is [0.1,0.4].

FIGS. 12B and C are illustrations of the interior SPECT

reconstruction of the Shepp-Logan phantom modified with

linear variations over sub-domains using the inventive HOT

minimization based algorithm after 40 iterations with the

attenuation coefficient 110:0 and “0:015, respectively. The

display window is [0.1,0.4].

FIG. 12D is an illustration of representative profiles along

the white horizontal lines. The horizontal axis represents the

1D coordinate, the vertical axis denotes the functional value,

and the black thick lines on the horizontal axis indicates the

ROI.

FIG. 12E is an illustration of representative profiles along

the white vertical lines. The horizontal axis represents the 1D

coordinate, the vertical axis denotes the functional value, and

the black thick lines on the horizontal axis indicates the ROI.

FIG. 13A is an illustration of the interior SPECT recon-

struction of the Shepp-Logan phantom modified with linear

variations over sub-domains from the original phantom with

1% Gaussian noise in the measured data. The display window

is [0.1,0.4].

FIGS. 13B and C are illustrations of the interior SPECT

reconstruction of the Shepp-Logan phantom modified with

linear variations over sub-domains using the inventive HOT

minimization based algorithm after 40 iterations with the

attenuation coefficient 110:0 and “0:015, respectively with

1% Gaussian noise in the measured data. Display window is

[0.1,0.4].

FIG. 13D is an illustration of representative profiles along

the white horizontal lines with 1% Gaussian noise in the

measured data. The horizontal axis represents the 1D coordi-

nate, the vertical axis denotes the functional value, and the

black thick lines on the horizontal axis indicates the ROI.
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FIG. 13E is an illustration of representative profiles along

the white vertical liner with 1% Gaussian noise in the mea-

sured data. The horizontal axis represents the 1D coordinate,

the vertical axis denotes the functional value, and the black

thick lines on the horizontal axis indicates the ROI.

FIG. 14A is an illustration demonstrating the spatial reso-

lution improvement with interior SPECT with a high-resolu-

tion interior reconstruction in a 1024x1024 matrix using the

same projection dataset and parameters as that for FIG. 12C.

FIG. 14B is an illustration demonstrating the spatial reso-

lution improvement with interior SPECT using the counter-

part of 14A with the same detector elements covering the

whole object.

FIGS. 14C and D are illustrations showing the magnifica-

tions of the ROI in FIGS. 14A and B, respectively.

FIG. 14E is an illustration of the profiles along the while

lines in FIGS. 14 C and D, respectively.

FIG. 14F is an illustration ofthe magnification ofa portion

of FIG. 14E demonstrating the special resolution improve-

ment with the interior SPECT approach.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

SPECT is an important biomedical imaging modality.

However, since gamma cameras are expensive and bulky,

truncated projection data are either preferred or unavoidable.

Inspired by the recent results on interior tomography in the

x-ray CT field, the present invention describes an interior

SPECT approach for exact and stable reconstruction of a

region of interest (ROI) from uniformly attenuated local pro-

jection data. In certain embodiments, the reconstruction is

aided by prior knowledge of a sub-region in the ROI. The

present invention provides exact and stable interior SPECT

systems, methods, and devices.

In accordance with embodiments of the present invention,

a method of the present invention may comprise introducing

analytic continuation of the algorithms for use with conven-

tional CT technologies in order to obtain better reconstruction

images in SPECT. One of the many potential advantages of

the methods ofthe present invention, only some ofwhich are

discussed herein, is that images with less blurring and

improved temporal resolution may be obtained even when

there is much lower radiation exposure in the object being

scanned, when compared with conventional radiation doses.

The current invention may provide benefits to various types

of interior tomography including, but not limited to, cardiac,

lung, head (e.g., dental) neck tomography, guided-CT proce-

dures, and nano-CT. In the medical field and in biomedical

science, the methods disclosed herein may greatly reduce the

amount of radiation necessary to obtain a good image and

thereby potentially allow increased early detection of dis-

eases, reduced exposure to radioactivity in patients, and/or

reduced costs associated with CTs. Better temporal resolu-

tion at low radiation doses in the images may provide a cost

savings by reducing the number ofimages needed to conclude

a finding. This type of scanning may likewise provide more

flexibility in designing experiments in small animals in order

to better study these diseases and develop effective treat-

ments.

Another potential advantage is the use ofan improved high

orderTV minimization to better reconstruct an image at lower

radiation doses through interior SPECT without a defined

object boundary. In such embodiments, the ROI is assumed to

be piecewise polynomial. There are at least two more advan-

tages associated with interior SPECT. First of all, the size of

a SPECT camera can be accordingly reduced, substantially
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lowering the system cost. This is especially desirable when an

expensive high-resolution camera is needed or a low-cost

system is intended for wider healthcare coverage. Use of a

smaller field ofview would also allow the camera to be closer

to a subject under study, improving the signal-to-noise ratio.

SPECT Interior Reconstruction Summary.

The results from the SPECT interior reconstruction are

summarized herein. In certain embodiments, the constant

attenuation coefficient and the object boundaries are known.

In other embodiments discussed in detail below, the object

boundaries are not known. In embodiments where the con-

stant attenuation coefficient and the object boundaries are

known, f(x) may be a 2D smooth distribution function

defined on a convex compact support 9 with x:(x,y)EQ.

Mathematically, in a parallel-beam geometry (FIG. 1), the

SPECT projections of f(x) can be modeled as the attenuated

Radon transform seen in EQUATION l:

0., .i E UATIONl
P0(0,s)= rf(50+10*)e’fr WW Wm, Q

where the subscript “0” indicates original projection data,

0:(cos 0, sin (0)), 0i:(—sin 0, cos (0)), and p.(x) is the attenu-

ation coefficient map on the whole compact support 9. For

practical applications Po(0,s) can be acquired by a gamma

camera. For most imaging subjects such as the brain, the

attenuation map can be approximated as a uniform distribu-

tion:

EQUATION 2#0 x69

WC)— 0 xen’

where no is a constant. Since the object function is com-

pactly supported, the maximum coordinate along the direc-

tion 0i of the intersection between support 9 and the inte-

gralline of the projection PO(0,s) can be determined. Without

loss of generality, and without wishing to be limited by

theory, the coordinate is denoted as tmax(0,s) and EQUATION

1 becomes EQ. 3:

Pow, s) = (“O'maxlgv'lrflse+10*)e#0’dt.

For certain embodiments, we can assume that the convex

compact support 9 and the constant attenuation coefficient uo

are known. Once the coordinate system is chosen, we can

determine tmax(0,s) for all the whole projection dataset. By

multiplying a weighting factor e“otmax(e’s), the projection

model of SPECT can be reduced to EQUATION 4:

E UATION4
PW(0,5)=P0(0,s)e#0'max‘9v5)= rf(50+10*)e”0'dt, Q

where the subscript “w” indicates that the weighted pro-

jection data. A weighted backprojection of the differential

projection data may be denoted by EQUATION 5:
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iaPW 0,

g(x)=f”e’“0” A d0.

0 ’35 er

EQUATION 5

In 2004, Rullgard proved a relationship linking the object

image f(x) and the weighted backprojection g(x) as

9., ~ ~ ~ EQUATION 6

g(X) = —27rPV Chuo (y - y)f(x, wily,

where “PV” represents the Cauchy principle value integral,

and chp.O may be defined by EQUATION 7:

cosh(/.(0y) Buoy + [My EQUATION 7

Chuo (y) = fly 27ry

When p.090, chHO becomes the Hilbert transform kernel

may be in consistence with the results in the CT field. EQUA-

TION 6 depicts a generalized Hilbert transform, and the

corresponding Hilbert filtering line a generalized PI-line. The

backproj ection operation for g(x) in EQUATION 5 may only

involve local projection data whose integral paths intersect

with the point x. Hence, inside a field of view (FOV) or

region-of—interest (ROI) any point may be irradiated at least

from an angular range of 180 degrees, and its backproj ection

g(x) of differential data can be exactly computed.

Without loss of generality, or wishing to be limited by

theory, let us denote a 2D f(x) on a PI-line/chord as f(u) and

the backprojection g(x) as g(u), where u is a 1D coordinate

along the PI-line.

The intersection of the convex compact support 9 and the

PI-line as the interval (csb,cse) with csb<cse, which implies that

f(u):0 for u$(csb,cse) where the subscripts “sb” and “se”

represent the starting and ending points ofthe support may be

denoted. Also, the intersection of the FOV and PI-line as an

interval (cub,cve) with va<cve where the subscripts “vb” and

“ve” represent starting and ending points of the FOV may be

denoted. Using the above notations, EQUATION 6 can be

reduced as:

g(u) = —27rPVfSEchu0(u — Wanda 14 6 (cm, CW) EQUATION 8

5b

In 2007, N00 et al. extended their two-step Hilbert CT

method to the case of SPECT, and showed that an object

image f(u) can be exactly reconstructed on the whole com-

pact support interval (csb,cse) if va<csb<cse<cve (FIG. 2A).

The present invention further extend this result for SPECT in

the case csb<cvb<cve<cse. In some embodiments, a real num-

ber cke may exist and may satisfy csb<cvb<cve<cse with f(u)

being known on the interval (cub,cke). In certain embodi-

ments, the present invention shows that flu) can be exactly

and stably reconstructed, as shown in FIG. 2B, where the

subscript “ke” represents the ending point of the known part.

The main results can be summarized as:

Theorem 1:

Assume that csb<cvb<cve<cse and a smooth function flu) is

supported on (csb,cse). The function f(u) canbe exactly recon-

structed on (cub,cve) if (i) f(u) is known on (cub,cke), (ii) g(u)

is known on (cub,cve), and (iii) the constant no and mH0 are

known,
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where:

mu0 zfflfobcoshmotbdfi. EQ' 9

55b

In certain embodiments, the parameter 01(1):va in the above

theoremwere omitted, and in practical applications mHO could

be directly computed from the projection datum along the

path through the corresponding PI-line. In such embodi-

ments, it can be assumed that the known flu) are on any

subinterval of the line-segment (cub,cve) or a union of such

intervals. The corresponding results can be directly obtained

by applying Theorem 2.1 repeatedly.

Uniqueness Analysis.

Without loss of generality or wishing to be limited by

theory, we assume csb:—1 and c551. In other embodiment,

we can arrive at this standardization by a linear coordinate

transform. For the case cvb<—1 and 1<cve, Noo et al. reduced

the reconstruction issue to a Fredholm integral equation ofthe

second kind for h(u) on the interval [—1 , 1]:

 

1 EQ 10

h(u) = hd(u) + gmllo + Kh,

h(u) = f(u)\/1— uZ. EQ 11

l 1_122 EQ 12

MW) = -PV —~g(fi)dfi,
71 7r(14 — 14)

h(fi) EQ 13

(Kh)(u) = —Fu0(u, 1mm,

,1 \/1 —u2

with

7 1 1_ 2 1 EQ 14

[91004, 12) = #OPVII mnmow — 12))dv + 77(1_ cosh/1012),

EQ 15_ (coshu—1)/(7m) ”$0

n(u)—{ 0 ”=0-

Noo et al. proved that the Cauchy principle value integral in

EQUATION 14 can be removed because EQUATION 15 is a

smooth function, leading to that ku0(u,fi) is a smooth and

continuous function over the region (u,fi)E[—1,1]><[—1,1].

Using the following identical equation

10

V2 EQ 161 1_

Panw—v)
dv:u,|u|s1,

5

ku0(u,fi) can be rewritten as EQUATION 17:

@004, :2) =

10 1

poPVf V 1 — v2 W14, v, 12)dv +p0un(p0(u — 12))+;(1— cosh/1012),

71

15 where

, - wow — a» — wow — a» EQUATION 18
77(14, v, 14) =—.

”(14 — v)

20

Note that both fi(u,v,fi) and n(uo(u—fi)) are analytical with

respect to the variable u, and ku0(u,fi) is analytical with respect

to the variable u. Hence, (Kh)(u) can be analytically extended

to the whole complex plane.

When the case —1:csb<cvb<cve<cse is considered, EQUA-

TION 10 can be rewritten as EQ. 19:

h(u):h1(u)+h2(u),

 

 

30 where

h PV w 1_fi2 ~d~ 1 EQ. 20

35 1(u)—— ”(Wm g(u) ”WW0,

cm

40 1 I -2 EQ. 21
cv 1 _

hm) = —Pv[f b+f ][—Ifg(12)d12 +Kh(u),
,1 CW 7r(14 — 14)

45 By our assumption in Theorem 1 of the present invention,

h1(u) is known for uER and h(u) is known on the interval

(cub,cke), we obtain that

h2(u):h(u)-h1(u) EQ. 22

can be known on the interval (cub,cke). Because the princi-

pal integral of the first term of Eq. (21) is defined on

(—1,cvb)U(cve,1), h2(u) is analytic on the interval (cub,cve), and

it can be analytically extended to the complex plane [ ] with

cuts along the real axis from —00 to cvb and from cw, to +00.

Therefore, h2(u) can be determined on the interval (c vb,cve) by

its value on the interval (cub,cke).As a result, h(u) (or 3°(u)) can

be uniquely reconstructed on the interval (cub,cve).

In some embodiments, a stability analysis can be per-

0 formed for our Theorem 1 as follows. In practice, we have the

measurement g,(u) of g(u) and reconstruct 3°,(u) from g,(u).

Assume that these functions satisfy the following conditions:

c
x

lh(u)—h,(u)lse for uE<va,Cke)(f(Zl) is known in (CV17,

0kg»;65 (i)

1(hr)1(u)-h1(u)lsé for 146(va CW); (ii)
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M M

|f(u)| s 71. mm s 71. for u e (—1. 1); (“1)

:VI — uz le(u)|— :VI — uz ler(u)l < —. (iv)

for 14 E (-1, 0m) U (Cw, 1):

1 A ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ . (V)
#0 = flf(u)cosh(p0u)du = flfy(u)cosh(p0u)du(muois known)

The above conditions lead to

WWW) ‘56 for “Hannah (1)

lh1,err(u)) ‘56 for “6(vaflve); (ii)

‘ferr(u) lle for uE(—l,l); (iii)

1 (1V)

77V1— I42 lem(I4)I S M2 for 14 E (-1, 0m) U (Vvea 1)

Where, EQUATION 23:

herr(u):hr(u)-h(u) ’11 1,2rr(u):(hr) 1 (10-111 (14Mm(u):fr

(u)-f(u)-

Similarly, the present invention denotes

h2,err(u):(hr)2(u)-h2(10- EQUATION 24

By choosing two arbitrary constants ewe“,

such that cvb<cvb<cke<cve<cve. On the interval (eweve ,

it is possible to have:

herr(u):h1,2rr(u)+h2,err(u)-

Especially, on the interval (awoke), it is possible to have

EQUATION 25

lh2ye"(u)lslhlyerrw)l+lherr(u)l526. EQ. 26

In order to obtain a upperbound of |h2,e,,(u)| on the interval

(ckwcve), the present invention uses Nevanlinna’s principle.

Lemma (Nevanlinna’s Principle).

Let Q C 4C be a domain and D be a segment of the bound-

ary 89. If flz) is an analytical function in 9 such that

aforzeD

S

|f(z)| {M forze Bow

and u)(z) is a harmonic function in 9 such that

O forz e D

w(z) =
l for z e BQ\D,

then |f(z)|sM‘”(Z)el"”(Z)

Let B to be the disk with diameter (cvbfive), Q:B\(cvb,cke),

then SQ:D+8B, where D:(cvb,cke), and 8B is the circle

with diameter (Emma) (FIG. 3). Recall that
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MM”) = EQUATION 27

_Pv[f:Vb +fWHfm(I4)du +Khm(u)
CW 7r(14—14)

For ZESB,

|h2,m(z)| S
EQ. 28

vb

(f: +f{EHfmwmfi +|Khm(z)|
cw ”(z- :2)

Where

EQUATION 29

fvb+f:{E”(z ,2)”ZHfErrwmu]:

fcvb

f:|1—«/—MHfmeM

 

  

1—53
 

 

   
 

err

7r(Rez — 14)

”(12——Rez)

  

1 M2

[M unit} + f d1} =

71 R612— CV3 14 —~Rez

MH(fl(Rez+l] 1“(l—Rez ]]

1 s

Rez — va cw — Rez

va + l l — EVE

Mzblf w ~ J],va — va Cve — Cve

  

  

and

IKhm(z)| S
 

l

f lemma. Mu s 0M1,
71

with

C: max |ku0(z, 14)|. EQ 30

lzl<l lulSl

The present invention concludes that

(i) EQ. 31

Evb + l l — Eve

lh2,m(z)l S M2 1 .— +1 —. + Cleor z 6

cm — va Cve — Cve

BIRD,

(ii) lh2ye"(z)l526 for ZED. EQUATION 32

On other hand, there exists a harmonic function u)(z) sat-

isfying

O forzeD

w(z)= ,
lforzeBQD

and for uE(cke,cve),
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4 EQUATION 33

a)(14) — arctan

7r

 

2w — 0.,an — 6.1,)

(Eve — emf — (Zeke — c — 6vath — c — 6.1,)

 

Therefore, by Nevanlinna’s principle, for uE(cke,cve)

|h2,m(14)| S
EQ. 34

3 +1 1 — 3, W)
{M2[ln[~c b ]+ ln[—C~]] + CMI} (2.9)W‘“)

va — va Cve — Cve

and

 

EQ. 35

MW» s

3 + 1 1 — 3, W)
.9 + {which—J + ln[—C~]] + CMI} (2.9)W‘“)

va — va Cve — Cve

In some embodiments, in order that for uE(cke,cve)

and 0<u)(u)<l, (n(u)el as uecve). EQUATION 35

implies that the reconstruction offlu) for uE(cke,cve) is stable

near cke and probably less stable near cve.

Singular Value Decomposition.

EQUATION 8 can be rewritten as

g (14) EQ 36

5M”) = -$ = PVf chuoW-IZMWWE 14 E (va, CV2)

Csb

and the u-axis can be discretized with a uniform sampling

interval 5 satisfying sampling theorem for both flu) and

gw(u). Denote flu) at the discrete sampling points on the

interval (csb,cse) as f1, f2, . . . , f" . . . , fN. Also, denote gw(u)

at sampling points on the interval (cub,cve) as g1, g2, . . .

gm: ~ ~ ~ gM'

Eq. (36) can be then discretized as

G:AF EQ 37

where

F: [f1f2--- fnm fan EQ 33

G=[g1g2---gm---gM]T EQ 39

41,1 ' Ai,n ' ALN EQ 40

A = Am,l Am,n Am,N

AM,1 AM,n AM,n

In EQUATIONS 38 and 39, “T” represents the transpose

operator, and in EQUATION 40 Am," represents the weight-

ing coefficient of3“". Let u(j’n) andu(gm) be the coordinates on

the u-axis for f" and gm.

Based on the discrete Hilbert Kernel formulated, we can

write Am," as

,
_
i
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110%," 410%,” EQ 41
%win/5 is odd

Amn = main/6 ' ,

' 6 is even

0

with

um,nd:u(gm)_u(fn) EQ 42

With the sampling method ofthe present invention, ummd/E‘)

always produces integers, and the case um,nd/5:0 in EQUA-

TION 42 exactly corresponds to the singular point in the

Cauchy principal integral in EQUATION 36. Because flu)

can be known on (cub,cke), F may be divided into two parts

~12]

where Fk is the known part on the sampling points in (cub,

cke), while F“ is the unknown part on the sampling points in

(csb,cse)/(cvb,cke). Correspondingly, the matrix A can be

divided into two parts

EQ 43

A:(AkA“) EQ 44

Then, one can immediately arrive at a linear equation sys-

tem

3:5

with G:G—A’*Fk, K:A“ and F:F“.

Although EQUATION 45 is generally ill-posed, we can

still stably reconstruct the part of E in the interval (ckwcve)

using the singular value decomposition (SVD) method [19,

20]. Note that the dimension ofG is M:M. If the dimension

ofE is N, the dimension ofA will be MXN. According to the

SVD theory [19-21], the matrix A has a SVD decomposition

in the following form

EQ 45

Z:UAVT EQ 46

where U andV are orthogonal matrices ofMXM and NXN

respectively, and A is an MXN diagonal matrix whose diago-

nal elements A, satisfying A12 . . . 2}»(12 . . . 2kg, Q_:min(M,

N). In this way, a stable numerical solution for F can be

obtained,

Eflf“: VA’IUTG EQ 47

where A"1 is a diagonal matrix of NXM whose diagonal

elements Aq'l are defined

as:

1/1, Ag»

r1:. {0

and e>0 is a free small constant parameter. The system

defined by EQUATIONS 47 and 48 can be called a truncated

SVD (TSVD), which is a special case of regularization.

Numerical Analysis.

The present invention numerically analyzes the stability of

Theorem 1 from a signal processing viewpoint. In certain

embodiments, the unknown flu) and known g(u) are linked

by EQUATION and flu) is assumed to be smooth. Based on

the sampling theorem in the classical signal processing

theory, flu) can be exactly recovered from its values at sam-

pling points if (i) flu) can be band-limited and (ii) the sam-

EQ 43

,
Aqss
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pling frequency may not be smaller than the Nyquist fre-

quency. In addition to the smoothness of flu) the present

invention can further assume that flu) may be essentially

band-limited, which may be reasonable in most practical

engineering applications. Hence, the present invention can 5

stably reconstruct flu) at its finite sampling points on the

interval (cub,cve) using the aforementioned SVD method.

When G:fi:A“F“, it can be that

FW—F‘: VA’I UTAufm—F“:( VA’I UTAu—I“)F“ EQ 49

where I“ represents an NXN unit diagonal matrix. Let

E“:F”—F“ as the error vector of F“, and S“:VA'1UTA”—I“ as

an NXN matrix. Then, EQUATION 49 can be reduced as

15

“:S“F“ EQ 50

For any lsnsN, the absolute reconstruction error can be

expressed as

20

7V EQ 51

|Eg|= 5%", 2‘, s E

n’:1

7V

n’:l  

7V

5;", “Fm s [2 |s;,n,|]F;a, =

n’:l

C5” [714

max
25

where Fmax“ represents the maximum absolute value ofthe

elements in F“, and

30

7V

05“ = 2 mg“.

n’:1

35

Because CEBU reflects the accuracy of the reconstructed F“,

we call it the precision measure in the present invention.

Next, considering the case ofnoisy data, and assuming that

G":G+Wg, l ngl<e, EQ 52

F"k:Fk+W: l ankKe, EQ 53

where 6 defines the maximum noise magnitude. Recall that

G:G—Aka and the noise expression ofG can be written as

G":Wg—Akak EQ 54

Finally, based on EQUATION 47, the noise in the recon-

structed image can be expressed as 50

PM: VA’I UT( Wg—AkWfl') EQ 55

which can be further reduced as

A 55

F“":P“" W'm EQ 56

with P“":(VA‘1UT—VA‘1UTA‘) and

60
W8

W {W}

Clearly, the dimension ofF” is le . Assume that the dimen-

sion of W“" is Mxl the dimension of P” must be NxM. For 65

any lsn<N, the absolute magnitude ofnoise in the image can

be further expressed as:

16

M EQ 57

“WI-Ll s 2 lPéfials = 09%.

m:l

Pun

:
I

§
.

   

M
:
-

Nu_
C” _

g
.

l

and CEN“ is called the stability measure in this disclosure. By

evaluating the values of CZN“, we can directly reveal the

stability of our algorithm for interior reconstruction of

SPECT.

To demonstrate the exactness and stability of interior

reconstruction of SPECT in the present invention, csb:—l,

c551, cub:—0.6, cve:0.6 and cke:—0.2 are set for numerical

computation. Assume that the number of sampling points on

[—l,l] is N and the small constant in the TSVD method is e.

For different combinations of N, e and no, we computed the

precision and stability measures Cf“ and CZN“ as shown in

FIGS. 4 and 5, respectively. Because flu) was known on

(cub,cke), the corresponding portions of Cf“ and CZN“ in the

interval (cub,cke) were set to 0. From FIGS. 4 and 5, the

following three comments can be made. First, there are little

differences in terms of the precision and stability measures

with respect to the number of sampling points on the whole

support of 3°(u). If the number N continuously increases, the

sampling interval 5 will become smaller and smaller. Even-

tually, the continuous case when N900 is reached. It is

expected that there would still be little difference in terms of

the precision and stability measures of N900 from what can

be obtained (which is of course a numerical observation lack

ofmathematical rigor). Second, the precision measure Cf“ in

FIG. 4 is very close to zero in the interval [cke,cve), especially

the portions near cke. When the constant e is reduced in the

TSVD method, the precision measure Cf“ would decrease in

the interval [cke,cve), which means a higher accuracy.

Undoubtedly, Cf“ should ideally approach zero on the inter-

val [cke,cve) when e—>0. Meanwhile, a small constant attenu-

5 ation parameter no yields a better precision. Third, the stabil-

ity measure in FIG. 5 was smaller on the interval [cke,cve) than

elsewhere (especially the portion near cke), which means a

better stability. Ifthe constant e is continuously decresased in

the TSVD method, the stability measure would correspond-

ingly increase in an order of 1/6, which means the stability

would become worse and worse.

In this present invention, an interior reconstruction tech-

nique for SPECT in a parallel-beam geometry is provided.

Using a rebinning scheme, EQUATION 5 can be extended

into a fan-beam geometry and other variants, such as the

varying focal-length fan-beam geometry. A major difference

lies in the involved Jacobian factor of EQUATION 5 in the

backproj ection step, while the generalized Hilbert transform

based reconstruction method may remain the same as that for

parallel-beam imaging. Using analytic techniques similar to

our generalized backproj ection filtration method, our interior

SPECT methodology can be further extended to more com-

plex cone-beam configurations and more general focal spot

trajectories.

When the reconstruction formula was derived and the

exactness and stability analyzed, in some embodiments, it is

possible to assume a uniform attenuation map. Without giv-
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ing a detailed proofand analysis, it should be pointed out that

in other embodiments, similar results can be obtained for a

nonuniformly attenuated background. In that case, both ana-

lytic continuation and SVD techniques remain important

tools to analyze the uniqueness, exactness and stability, as

well as to reconstruct a distribution ofradioactive sources. In

addition to the SVD method disclosed in this application,

other reconstruction methods, such as POCS, can be also

developed for reconstruction from generalized attenuated

Hilbert transform data.

As another important nuclear medicine imaging modality,

positron emission tomography (PET) produces 3D images of

functional and cellular features in the body. Different from

SPECT, a radio-active source emits pairs ofparticles in oppo-

site directions, andthey are detected in the coincidence mode,

i.e., only events with two particles arriving at opposite detec-

tors within a narrow time window are counted. Thus, the

projection model of PET can be written as

M .1 . E 58
P0(055)=efjocu(59+19 )d’rf(50+10t)dt. Q

After an attenuation correction, the both uniform and non-

uniform PET reconstruction can be done as from CT proj ec-

tion data.

HOT SPECT.

In the embodiments discussed above, the limitation of

knowing and clearly defining the object boundaries exist.

Although the CT numbers ofcertain sub-regions such as air in

a trachea and blood in an aorta can be indeed assumed, how to

obtain precise knowledge of a sub-region can be difficult in

important cases such as in contrast-enhanced/functional stud-

ies. Therefore, it would be very valuable to develop more

powerful interior tomography techniques. Fortunately, the

compressive sampling (CS) theory has recently emerged

which shows that high-quality signals and images can be

reconstructed from far fewer data than what is usually con-

sidered necessary according to the Nyquist sampling theory.

The main idea of CS is that most signals are sparse in an

appropriate system, that is, a majority oftheir coefficients are

close or equal to zero, when represented in an appropriate

domain. In light of the CS theory and using the specific

gradient transform, we proved that it is possible to accurately

reconstruct an ROI only from truncated projections by mini-

mizing the total variation (TV) if the ROI is piecewise con-

stant, without knowledge ofany known sub-region in the ROI

which. Very recently we extended this piece-wise constant

result to allow a piecewise polynomial model and the inven-

tive interior tomography systems and methods by the high

order TV (HOT) minimization. See, e.g., “High Order Total

”(20— _f2”eiux9*f COS(#(S- x- 0))aRu u(s, 0)dtisdgp.

a<lsl<A

Variation Minimization for Interior SPECT,”Yang Jiansheng

et al. 2010, which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.

HOT-minimization-based interior tomography can be gen-

eralized for interior SPECT. The present invention seeks to

accurately reconstruct an ROI only from the uniformly

attenuated local SPECT projections through the HOT mini-

mization under the assumption that the underlying distribu-
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tion function is piecewise polynomial. Without loss of gen-

erality, in certain embodiments, the following conditions are

assumed:

Condition (1):

An object image f0(x) is compactly supported on a disc

QA:{x:(x1,x2)ER 2: |x|<A}, where A is a positive constant.

Furthermore, f0(x) is a piecewise smooth function; that is, 92A

can be partitioned into finitely many sub-domains {DJ}1:1N0,

such that f0(x) is smooth withbounded derivatives in each Dj

Condition (2):

An internal ROI is a smaller disc, Qa:{x:(x1,x2)E

R 2:|x|<a} as shown in FIG. 8, where a is a positive constant

and a<A;

Condition (3):

Attenuated projections through the ROI

Ruf0(s, 0) = rfi)(50+ 10*)?” d1, —a < s < a, 0 6 S1, EQUATION 59

are available, where p. is a constant attenuation coefficient,

and

= (cosgo, singo), 0* = (—singo, cosgo), O s 90 < 27L

The interior SPECT with uniformly attenuated local proj ec-

tion data is to find an image f(x) such that

Condition (4):

f(x) is a piecewise smooth function and compactly sup-

ported on the disc 9A;

Condition (5):

Rpf(s,6):Rpfo(s,6), —a<s<a, 6651.

It is well known that under Conditions (4) and (5) the

interior problem does not have a unique solution. The follow-

ing theorem characterizes the structure of solutions to the

interior SPECT problem.

Theorem 2.

Any image f(x) satisfying Conditions (4) and (5) can be

written as f(x):f0(x)+u(x) for xER 2, where u(x) is an ana-

lytic function in the disc 9a, and RHu(s,6):0, —a<s<a, 6681.

Such an image f(x) is named a candidate image, and corre-

spondingly u(x) an ambiguity image.

Proof for Theorem 2.

Let u(x):f(x)—f0(x). Clearly, u(x) is a piecewise smooth

function and compactly supported on the disc 9A by Condi-

tion (1) and (4), and

Rpu(s,0):O,—a <s<a,eesl EQUATION 60

By Tretiak and Metz’s Inversion formula, which was

derived from the shift property (5) and Corollary 2, we have

EQUATION 61

s— x-—0 135

the term

cos(/.(0(s — 26-0)) (“OX 91

s—x-O
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in the integral is analytic, which can be expressed in a power

series. Therefore, u(x) can also be expressed in a power series,

that is,

N "1 k2 EQUATION 62

Z Ckl,k2x1 x2 -

k:0 kl+k2:k

”(x) 2

Hence, the functionu(x) is an analytic function in 9a. From

now on, let u(x) always represent an ambiguity image unless

otherwise stated. We will rely on the HOT minimization to

solve the interior SPECT problem with uniformly attenuated

local projection data under the assumption that f0(x) is piece-

wise polynomial in a ROI 9a.

If an object image f0(x) is piecewise polynomial in ROI

9a, we can prove that f0(x) is the only candidate image that

minimizes the HOT. First, let us prove that if an ambiguity

image is polynomial in 92a, then it must be zero. This result

will be formally stated as Theorem 3. In order to prove Theo-

rem 3, we will need Lemmas l, 2 and 3.

Lemma 1.

Suppose that a is a positive constant. If (a) g(z) is an

analytic function in {C \(—00,—a]U[a,+00); (b) p(x) is a polyno-

mial function; (c)

1 I

g(x): —PVf Edi,

7r Wax—t

for xE(—a,a), then

lim Im(g(x + iy)) = p(x),
ya0+

for xE(—00,—a)U(a,+00).

Lemma 2.

Assume that a is a positive constant. If (a) g(z) is an analytic

function in {C \(—00,—a]U[a,+00); (b) p(x) is a polynomial

function; (d)

coshw — mp0) d1,

x — I

1

g(x) = ‘Pvf
7T m<a

for xE(—a,a), then we have

lim Im(g(x + iy» = p06),
ya0+

for xE(—00,—a)U(a,+00).

Proof of Lemma 2:

g(z) can be rewritten as

g(Z):g1(Z)+g2(Z), for

26 (C\(-°°,—a]U[a,+°°), EQUATION 63

20

where (i) g1(z) is an analytic function in

C\(—oo,—a]U[a,+oo),and

5

g1(x) = iPVf fl d1, for x e (—a, a); EQUATION 64

7r lrl<a x — I

10 .. . . . .

(11) g2(z) is an analytic function 1n 43, and

mm = if [COSMMZ — 1)) — 1]p(t)d[, for z E C.

15 7T m<a Z — I

Using Lemma 1, we obtain

20 lirgl Im(g1(x + iy» = pm, EQUATION 66
ya +

for x 6 (—oo, —a) U (61, +00).

25 . . . . .

Because of the cont1nu1ty of g2(z) 1n C , 1t 1s clear that

lirgi Im(g2(x + iy)) = Im(g2(x)) = O, for x 6 (—oo, +00). EQUATION 67

ya +

30

Therefore, we have

35 lim Im(g(x + iy)) = lim Im(gl (x + iy)) + lim Im(g2(x + iy)) = p(x),

y~>0+ y~>0+ y~>0+

for xE(—00,—a)U(a,+00), EQUATION 68

40

which completes the proof.

Lemma 3

Assume that a and A are positive constants with a<A. If a

45 single variable function v(x)EL°°(l§ ) satisfies (e) v(x) is com-

pactly supported in [—A,A]; (f) v(x):p(x) for xE(—a,a), where

p(x) is a polynomial function; (g) Hpv(x):0 for xE(—a,a),

where Hpv(x) is the generalized Hilbert transform of v(x),

that is

50

Huv(x) = iPVf Wd5; Then v(x) = 0.

7? S X — S

55

Proof of Lemma 3:

The function

60 g(z) = If cosh(/.((t—Z))V(I) d1, EQUATION 69

7T ltlza I — Z

is analytic on C \(—00,—a]U[a,+00). Then, g(z) can be

65 rewritten as

g(Z):g1(Z)+g2(Z), for 26 ‘C \(—oo,—a]U[a,+oo) EQUATION 7o
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Where:

(i) g1(z) is an analytic function in C \(—00,—a]U[a,+00), and

Ed1

81(Z)=—f I

7T Malt—Z

for 26 fl \(—00,—a]U[a,+00); EQUATION 71

(ii) g2(z) is an analytical function in 4C, and

gm) = If [comma—z» — 11m) d1, for z E c. EQUATION 72

7T mag I — Z

with g1(z), we have for y>0,

Im(g1(x + iy)) = EQUATION 73

1 y _ 1 y -

JIM 0—202 + y2 WW ‘ #2 0—202 + y2 V”) d”

where

{v(x), x e (—00, —a) U (a, co) EQUATION 74

\7(x) = .

O, x e [—a, 51]

Applying Theorem 1, we obtain

11%1 1m(gI ()6 + M) = WC) = V06),
ya +

for a.e. xE(—00,—a)U(a,00). EQUATION 75

Using EQUATION 67, we have

EQ. 76
lim Im(g(x + iy)) = lim Im(g1(x + iy)) = v(x),

y~>0+ yaO

for a.e. x E (—00, -a) U (a, 00)-

On the other hand, for xE(—a,a),

g(X)= lPVf
7T

cosh(/.((t — x))v(t) d1 _ iPVf cosh(/.((t — x))v(t) d1 =

t — x 7r lrl<a t — x

—Huv(x) + £PVf —COSh(fl([_x))p(I) d1 =

l tl<a x _ I

vaf costh-XDPU) d1.

7r “Kg x — I

Using Lemma 3, we obtain

lll’(1)’1 Im(g1(x+ iy)) = p(x), x e (—00, —a) U (51, +00). EQUATION 78

ya +

Combining the above equations, we have

v(x):p(x), for a.e. xE(—00,00). EQUATION 79
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Condition (e) and EQUATION 79 imply

p(x)Eo,xE(—oo,—A)U(A,oo). EQUATION 80

Because p(x) is polynomial, it follows that p(x)EO. There-

fore,

v(x):0, for a.e xE(—00,00). EQUATION 81

Theorem 3

Ifan artifact image u(x) satisfies (a) with xEQa, where p(x)

is a 2-D polynomial function; (b) Rpu(s,6):0 with sE(—a,a),

then u(x):0.

Proof of Theorem 3.

As illustrated in FIG. 9, for an arbitrary ¢OE[0,J‘E), let L60

denote the line through the origin and tilted at 60:(cos (b0, sin

(b0). When u(x) is restricted to the line Leo, it can be expressed

as

u90(l):u(l(cos (1)0, sin ¢O)),IE(—00,00). EQUATION 82

By the relationship between the differentiated backprojec-

tion of the attenuated projection data and the generalized

Hilbert transform of the image [5], we have

80+”, ,3 RM55 9) EQUATION 83
l

H I = — — —

#149“ ) 27r $0772: 135
 

7x; 9+ 4%

sqgo 91’ 0

Where x’90:l(cos (1)0, sin (1)0),0:(cos 4), sin ¢),0L:(—sin

4), cos (p), EQUATION 84

EQUATION 85h _cos (m mugom M

I — S

I

Huugofl‘) = gpvf

By (a) and EQUATION 82, we have

u90(l):p(l(cos (1)0, sin 4%)), for lE(—a, a), EQUATION 86

where p(t(cos (1)0, sin ¢O)) is a polynomial function with

respect to t. By (b) and EQUATION 83, we have

Hpup0(l):0, for lE(—a, a). EQUATION 87

Using Lemma 3, we obtain

u90(l):0. EQUATION 88

Therefore,

u(x):0, EQUATION 89

which completes the proof.

Lemma 4

Suppose that f0(x) is piecewise constant in ROI 92a; that is,

92,, can be decomposed into finitely many sub-domains

{9,}l:1’" (FIG. 10) such that

f0(x):fl(x):cl, for xEQvl sism, EQUATION 90

and each sub-domain Q, is adjacent to its neighboring

sub-domains Q], with piecewise smooth boundaries 171:],

jENZ. For any candidate image f(x):f0(x)+u(x), where u(x) is

an arbitrary ambiguity image, let

TV(f):sup{f9af div ¢dx.'¢ECol(§2a)2,l¢lsl in 9a}, EQUATION 91

where C01(Qa)2:C01(Qa)><C01(9a), then
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TV(f) =

1

m EQUATION 92

:1

2 1c. —cJIIr.,JI+

_/>l,_/ N‘

ff) ( ] ( 2]13x 6x I

Under the assumption that f0(x) is piecewise constant in

ROI 9a, through the TV minimization we can establish the

uniqueness of interior SPECT as follows.

Theorem 4

Suppose that f0(x) is piecewise constant in a ROI 92a, as

defined by Eq. (3.28). If h(x) is a candidate image and

TVUL) = f3?“ TV(f),

then h(x):f0(x) for xEQa

Proof of Theorem 4:

Let

h(X):fo(x)+u1(x)- EQUATION 93

where u1(x) is an ambiguity image. By Lemma 4, we have

m EQUATION 94

TV(h)=Z Z ICI—CJIIFHH

1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘

f9 ( ] ( 2 ]13x 6x I

Since

TV(h) = min TV(f), EQUATION 95

f:f0+u

and

m EQUATION 96

{min Tvm = Two) = 2 la —c.||r..l.

f’fofl 1:1 p1,] N‘

we have

3141 2 3141 2 EQUATION 97

I (—J (—J02 6x1 6x2

that is

13141 13141 EQUATION 98

— = — - O In 90.

6x1 6x2

Therefore, there exists a constant c such that

ul(x):c, in 9a. EQUATION 99
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that is, u1(x) is a 0-th order polynomial in 92a. By Theorem

2, we have

ul(x):0. in 9a. EQUATION 100

Thus, we have

h(x):f0(x) for x69“. EQUATION 101

An expression for high order TV (HOT) was previously

introduced. In certain embodiments, the present invention

provides an alternative expression. We define the n+l-th

(n21) order TV as the limit of the following sum:

M EQUATION 102

HOTNHU) = limp 11*10‘),

("musk 5M d‘alek ”1:1

where {QthlM is an arbitrary partition of 9a, diam(Qk)

the diameter of Qk, and

11"“(f):min{lk,1(f).lk,2"“6)}, EQUATION 103

_ 2 2 EQUATION 104

1k,l(f) =514P f fleng1g = (81);:1 E C(DJQ(Qk) ,

Qk

lgl S 1 in Q1},

EQUATIONl 05

1231 (f) =
EQUATION 106

SMP{ fdivmlgdflg = (29:3 6 C8“(Qk)"+2,

Qk

IEI S 1 in Q}

n+1 EQUATION 107

_ aml 7 n+1 2

(ill/n+1? = I = 20 lg

: ‘1 r:axrame’ ’ '
l: l 2

Under the assumption that f0(x) is a piecewise n-th (n21)

order polynomial function in an ROI 92a, through the HOT

minimization we can establish the uniqueness of interior

SPECT, just as what we have done for interior CT. First, we

will derive an explicit formula of HOTn+l(j") for any candi-

date image f under the assumption that f0(x) is a piecewise

n-th (n21) order polynomial function in 92a.

Lemma 5.

Suppose that f0(x) is a piecewise n-th (n21) order polyno-

mial function in 92a; that is, 92,, can be decomposed into

finitely many sub-domains {QJFI’V’ (FIG. 10) such that

f0(x):fl(x), for xEQvlsism, EQUATION 108

where fl(x) is a n-th order polynomial function, and each

sub-domain Q, is adjacent to its neighboring sub-domains Q]
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with piecewise smooth boundaries 121,], jENl. Then, for any

candidate image f(x):f0(x)+u(x), we have

m EQUATION 109

H0T111111=Z Z fm—mdn
1:1 _/>l,_/€N‘ F11

n+1

an+1f 2

[mm 2(axIBX’FHJ’
02 170

6f 2 6f 2

where the second term is a Lebesgue integral.

Proof:

Note that f(x):f0(x)+u(x), where u(x) is an analytic func-

tion. Let {QthlMbe an arbitrary partition of 9a. First, let us

consider Qk that covers a common boundary Fl), of a pair of

neighboring sub-domains S21 and Q], and is contained in

9U9 (FIG. 11A). The normal vector ofthe curve P1,, point-

ing from 9 towards Q is denoted by 6”:(61”,62”.) For

g:(gz)z:1 2ECOOC)2(Q1() we have

f 11111111: I 11111ng + f 11mgM EQUATIONllO

Qk Qkfl1 Qkfll

Performing integration by parts for the two terms on the

right-hand side of Eq. (3.48) respectively and utilizing the

fact that g(x):(0,0) near the boundary of Qk, we have

E . 111

f 1divg11x=—f (fi)(x)+u(x»1g10‘1j+g20‘2'1111s— Q
911101 F11119,.

2

a

f 2 6—fgldx,

Qkfl01171 x,

f 11111111121: f (1.1x1+11(x»(g10‘1 +g2051)115_ EQ' “2
91110] F11119,.

2
a

f 2.71111
Qkfl01171 x,

Inserting the three proceeding EQUATIONS, we obtain

E . 113

f 111111111 = f (11 — 111.1101! +g2011)115 — Q
Qk 1"“! flQk

2

a—fg,

f B—xg nix—f 26f13x—g,dx
911m 1:1 ’ Qkfl01171 ’

Furthermore, we have

EQ. 114
sup

8:181); efiflgk )2,1g131ka

f (11 — 111111101! +g2031)115 =
F flQk
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-continued

f m — 1111s.
F1] U91

2 2
B 6

f —fgldx+f —fgldx=

Qkflfl 1:1 13x, Qk U91 1716)”

0(1)|Q11 1) 91| +0(1)|Q11 fl QJI = 0(1)|Q11|,

for g:(g,),:l2ECO°°(Qk)2, 1g1s1 in Qk EQUATION 115

where 0(1) is a quantity bounded by a constant which

depends only on 3°(x).

Combining the above equations, we obtain

Iky,(f):frwflgk1jg—fl lds+0(1)lel. EQUATION 116

On the other hand, for g:(g,),:0"+IECO°°(Qk)"+2, repeat-

edly performing the 2-D integration by parts and utilizing the

fact that g(x):(0, . . . , 0) near the boundary of Qk, we have

 

 

E UATION 117

f 1111111121111: Q
Qk

f fdivn+lgdx+f fdivmlgdx =

911101 anj

H71 171 171

6x11326124”

1:1 F1,JflQk 70

axn+l771 2 Bx’fl

n+1

an+l7lr

2Tire? 115 +
1 6x1 6x3

n+1 B’Hlf

(—11“1 f 2WM“
9111!). 0 1396119963

aml f

grdx =

n+1

~11 2
Qkflflj 70

n [71

21 [2
1:1 rhjflgk 170

axiax3+l7r

13H (f1 -f1)

6x11326124”

 

an+171&0” BHUJ—fi)

2 —,
axn+l77! 8x111

"+1 an+1717

11

Z axr7laxn+177r01 d‘H'

1:!

 

"-(fj , 12]

(—1) [211—a—xgaxnigg +

 

FJflQk

I3"(f f1) 1

B——Jx’fgn+191j (15+

n+1

n l

(—IWf E Lg 1111+
911101 3967396?” r

170
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-continued Hence,

n an+l f

(—1)“1f 2 WWW
EQUATION 121

Qkflnj x1 2 _

7o 5 gun HOTn+1(f)=: 2 f If Ms.
1 _/>1jEN 1,!

Furthermore, we have

Because

10

(_1)n EQUATION 113

H0Tn+1(h) = min H0Tn+1(f),
f:f0+u

2—13’1-(1’1 gr01,1+13_”(fJ-f)g 0,]

0 3x1 axn7 ax? gn+l 1

r1, flQk r:

J 15 we have

ds = 0(1)|R,J fl le,

    
EQUATION 122  

n+1

6’14}; 2

Z (6x119261**) ’
70

for g = @723 e CS“(QO"+2, Igl s 1 in Q,

min

0a
n71 20

aml

(”Hf E r—Lgrd“
anj 70 1926119263

n+1

an+l

(_1)n+1f E r 1123212” 25

anj 70 1926119263

0(1)|Qk fl 91|+0(1)|Qk fl QJI = 0(1)|Qk|,

6h 2 611 2 d _0

(H) +(W) x_'

Therefore,

7 7 n l (x) n 2 7 ‘

for g = (g,),:0 E Co (Qk) + algl S 1 1n Qka 30 — EQ_ 123
n+1

I awh 2 311 2 311 2

ml 21W] 5 (371] 4%] =05

Ik,2"+l(j") was evaluated in several cases and lemma 5 was p0

proven. Finally, we have the following Theorem 5 on the

uniqueness of interior SPECT. 35 for x E 9a \U U R,1-

1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘

Theorem 5.

Suppose that fo(x) is a piecewise n-th (n21) order polyno-

mial function in 92a, as defined in Lemma 5. If h(x) is a That is,

candidate image and 40

E . 124

(1311]2+( 2_0 3th 2_0 Q

H0Tn+1(h)=fj}fif HOTmm 6x1 (3x2) or —12,ax;axn22r ‘ ’
, 0 “1 po

45

for x 6 “7‘0 U T“.

which u1(x) is an arbitrary ambiguity image, then h(x):f0(x) 1:1 J>1,J€N‘

for xEQa.

Proof of Theorem 5:

Let h(x):fo(x)+u(x) for some ambiguity image u(x). By

Lemma 5, we have

50 We assert that

n+1

an+1h 2

— = 0,

EQUATION 119 Z [BXIBXTH]

Homm>2 2 f If—fjlds, 55 c0
(:1 _/>l_/EN uJ

EQUATION 125

forf =f0(x)+u1(x)a forx=(x1,x2) EQa\U U 1"“.
1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘

where ul(x) is an arbitrary ambiguity image, and Otherwise, there must exist some

EQUATION 120

H0Tn+1(fo)=Zm1 Z flfi—mds. xoefla\0 U r“
1:1 J>1,J€N‘ M 65 1:1 J>1,J€N‘
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such that

.111 3" 1h EQUATION 126
2

— >0.
2 [axfaxg+1”]

r:0

By continuity, there exists a neighborhood ofxO denoted by

9X0 such that

EQUATION 127

QXOCSLAO U r“,

1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘

n+1 amlh EQUATION 123
2

and E [W] >0,forerX0.

r:0

By EQUATION 124, we have

6h 2 13k 2 EQUATION 129

(—] +(—] =0,forxeflx ,

6x1 6x2 0

ah 6h 0 f 9 EQUATION 130

e'g"H_B—xz_ ,orxe X0.

Therefore,

aml 11 EQUATION 131

—=0,forerX0,0srsn+1,
axfaxgfl”

which leads to

1+1 amlh EQUATION 132
2

E [W] =0,forerX0,.

:0

This is in contradiction to EQUATION 128. EQUATION

125 implies that

am h EQUATION 133

axraxmlidx) = 0’
l 2

forxena\U U FWOsrsn+L

1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘

Because fo(x) is a piecewise n-th (n21) order polynomial

function in 9a, it follows from EQUATION 133 that

am 11 EQUATION 134

W”)= 0’
1 2

forxena\U U TWOsran.

1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘
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Due to the analyticity of u(x) by Theorem 2, we have

anHM EQUATION 135

W(x)=0,forxefla,0srsn+1.

x1 2

Hence, u(x) is a n-th (n21) order polynomial function in

9a. By Theorem 3, we obtain u(x):0 and h(x):3°0(x).

In conclusion, by analytic continuation interior CT recon-

struction technique has been extended from CT to that for

SPECT. The uniqueness and stability of interior SPECT have

been analyzed. Using the SVD technique, we have imple-

mented an interior SPECT algorithm. Both theoretical analy-

sis and numerical simulations have demonstrated the feasi-

bility of embodiments of the inventive interior SPECT

approach.

To facilitate a better understanding of the present inven-

tion, the following examples of certain aspects of some

embodiments are given. In no way should the following

examples be read to limit, or define, the scope of the inven-

tion.

EXAMPLES

Example 1

To verify and showcase the inventive interior reconstruc-

tion for SPECT of the present invention, we performed sev-

eral numerical tests. In our simulation, a modified Shepp-

Logan phantom of SPECT version was employed inside a

circular support 9 ofradius 10 cm. As shown in FIG. 6A, the

phantom consists of 10 ellipses whose parameters are the

same as that given by Noo et al. We assumed that a uniform

attenuation coefiicient 11.0 throughout the whole support ofthe

phantom. In parallel-beam geometry, 360 view angles were

uniformly sampled for an angle range [0,31]. For each view-

angle, there were totally 600 detector elements uniformly

distributed along a 20 cm linear detector array. For different

attenuation coefficients 11.0 (0.0 cm‘l, 0.15 cm‘l, 0.30 cm‘l),

we analytically computed non-truncated projection datasets.

Hence, the backprojection of differential data can be easily

calculated at any point to simulate different fields of view

(FOVs). Without loss of generality, here we assumed a rect-

angular FOV and the distribution function fix) was known in

the stripe region in the FOV (FIG. 6B). We implemented the

TSVD method described in Section 3.2 to reconstruct the

distribution image fix) in the whole FOV. The constant

parameter 6 was set to be 0.02 and there were 512 uniform

sampling points along each 20 cm side length in the image

space. In the reconstructed procedure, the prior information

of fix) in the strip region was chosen as that reconstructed

from the non-truncated data with 110:0. The reconstructed

results are presented in FIG. 7. Because there was noise in the

prior information, we had some errors in the reconstructed

images, especially in the case u0:0.30 cm'l. These results are

consistent with our aforementioned stability analysis. To

verify the stability of the inventive techniques, we added 1%

Gaussian white noise into the raw projection data and

repeated the above testing steps. The reconstructed images

are also presented in FIG. 7, which also support our analysis

on the exactness and stability discussed in this application.

Example 2

To verify our theoretical findings obtained in the present

invention, we developed a HOT minimization based interior
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SPECT algorithm in an iterative framework. This algorithm is

a modification ofour previously reported HOT minimization

based on an interior tomography algorithm. One difference

between this algorithm and previous algorithms lies in the

formulations for the steepest gradient of HOT and the

ordered-subset simultaneous algebraic reconstruction tech-

nique (OS-SART). Let fuav:f(uA,vA) be a digital image

reconstructed from the available local projections, where A

represents the sampling interval, u and v are integers. To

demonstrate the computation for the steepest gradient direc-

tion, here we use the piecewise-linear case as an example.

From the definition of HOT2,

EQUATION 136

H0T2=i Z frjlfi-fjldw
1:1 _/>l,_/EN‘ l

2

62f 2

in Zia ra 2”] ’0 F x1 x2

a 70

(§—£]2+(§—£]2

which consists of the terms for characterizing discontinui-

ties between neighboring regions and also high order deriva-

tives. The first term of HOT2 is for discontinuities between

neighboring regions. These discontinuities are due to the

jumps ofimage intensities. In the discretization, the first term

of HOT2 would be implemented as the difference of neigh-

boring pixel values, which is proportional to the finite differ-

ence in image intensities at relevant pixels. Therefore, we

implemented HOT, as follows:

HOTf’SAZme

2 2 2

”(@1ng +3110; w) +(Dzzg,v)) .

D (, )2 D (, )2

<—1:V> +<—2:V) }=

Zmin{\l (D1104, V))2 +(D12(14, V))2 + (D2204, V))2 a

«1 (Dim, v))2 + (02w, v))2 }

EQUATION 137

 

   

where the intensity differences from the first term ofHOT,

have been incorporated, D1 1(u,v):j’u+1 av+fu_1,v—2j’u,v, D12(u,

V):(3cu+1,v+1+3cu—1,v—i—qu—i,v+1—3cu—1,v—1)/4s D22(u,v):fu,v+l+

fu,v—1_2qu,vs D1(usV):j-‘u+l,v_3cu,w D2(usV):qu,v+l_j-‘u,vs are

the second order and first order finite differences along the

coordinate directions, for i,j:1,2, respectively. There are dif-

ferent orders of discontinuities in the image intensity (i.e.,

pixel values), first order derivatives, and second order deriva-

tives, etc ., which HOT combine in a certain way. Numerically,

higher order finite differences dominate lower order ones in

quantifying discontinuities. Therefore, instead of the above

discretization HOTZDIS, we used the following approxima-

tion for HOT2:
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Honda 2 EQUATION 138

Z (D1104, V))2 +(D12(14, V))2 +(D22(14, V))2 a

where the first order finite differences have been ignored. The

experimental results demonstrated that this was a reasonable

approximation in this study. Denote

G04, V) = V (01104, V))2 + (01204, V))2 + (0204, V))2 , EQUATION 139

it is easy to verify that

 

 

aHorg‘S_Dll(u—1,v) D11(u+1,v) D22(14,v—1) EQ- 140

3f” ‘ G(u—1,v) G(u+1,v) G(u,v—1)+

D2204, V+1)+ 1(D12(14—1, V— 1) D12(14+ l, V+ 1)

G(u,v+1) Z G(u—1,v—1) G(u+1,v+1) _

D12(14—1,v+1) D12(u+1,v—1)

G(u—1,v+1)_ G(u+1,v—1)]_

2(D1104, V) + D2204, VD

G04, v)

For CT scanning systems, the discrete model ofprojections

in terms of Radon transform can are expressed as:

Af:b, EQUATION 141

where data b:(b1, . . . , bM)ERM represents the measured

projections and each bm is a x-ray path, 1D vector 3“:

(f1, . . . , fN)ERN reformatted from 2D image Jew, and a

known non-zero matrix A:(amn) whose component am" is the

intersection area between the mth x-ray path and nth pixel. The

SART solution is:

EQUATION 142
1Ma

kl k mwarm. 2..
aM ”1:1 m+

 
(hm — AM“).

where k is the iteration number, A is a relax parameter, and

we require that

N EQUATION143

am 52amn¢0,m=1,,M,

n:l

M

a+n52amn¢0,n=1,,N.

m:l

Considering the attenuation Radon transform of SPECT as

expressed by EQUATION 59, EQUATION 139 can be modi-

fied as:

xiij, EQUATION 144

with A:(amnwmn““), where wm’10 is the corresponding dis-

crete term e” in EQUATION 59 and the SART solution for

SPECT can be expressed as:
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EQUATION 145
1 M a

(k+l)_ (k) m
fn _fn +M—a E a

in ”1:1 m+

 (bm — Amf‘“),

EQUATION 146

amnM/ih91¢0,m = 1, ...,9
1

s I
”

M
2

: H

M
:

M,a+ns amn¢0,n=1,... ,N.

m

Clearly, the CT reconstruction formula is the special case

110:0 of the SPECT solution. Because key details of our

algorithm were already reported, here we omit the implemen-

tation steps for simplification.

In our numerical simulation, we assumed a popular paral-

lel-beam imaging geometry in the SPECT field. All other

imaging geometry parameters and reconstruction control

parameters are well known in the art. At the origin, we

assumed a disk-shaped compact support of radius 100 mm

with a uniformly attenuation coefficient uo. Inside the com-

pact support, there is a modified and piecewise linear Shepp-

Logan phantom. Representative reconstructed images are

shown in FIGS. 12 & 13. As seen from FIGS. 12 and 13, the

reconstructed SPECT images using the inventive HOT mini-

mization algorithm are in an excellent agreement with the

truth inside the ROI. However, it can be observed that the

profiles near the edges deviate substantially from the truth.

Although a rigorous stability analysis has not been performed

yet, it is conjectured that this phenomenon is a stability issue

of interior tomography. We believe that this behavior is simi-

lar to what we analyzed for the knowledge based interior CT.

The closer the distance to the peripheral region ofan ROI, the

less the stability of the interior reconstruction. A different

numerical implementation could reduce this discrepancy.

However, it cannot be completely removed unless stronger

prior knowledge is incorporated for interior reconstruction.

The present invention has been described with reference to

particular embodiments having various features. It will be

apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications

and variations can be made in the practice of the present

invention without departing from the scope or spirit of the

invention. One skilled in the art will recognize that these

features may be used singularly or in any combination based

on the requirements and specifications of a given application

or design. Other embodiments ofthe invention will be appar-

ent to those skilled in the art from consideration ofthe speci-

fication and practice of the invention. It is intended that the

specification and examples be considered as exemplary in

nature and that variations that do not depart from the essence

of the invention are intended to be within the scope of the

invention.

Therefore, the present invention is well adapted to attain

the ends and advantages mentioned as well as those that are

inherent therein. The particular embodiments disclosed

above are illustrative only, as the present invention may be

modified and practiced in different but equivalent manners

apparent to those skilled in the art having the benefit of the

teachings herein. Furthermore, no limitations are intended to

the details of construction or design herein shown, other than

as described in the claims below. It is therefore evident that

the particular illustrative embodiments disclosed above may

be altered or modified and all such variations are considered

within the scope and spirit of the present invention. While

compositions and methods are described in terms of “com-

prising,” “containing,” or “including” various components or

steps, the compositions and methods can also “consist essen-
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tially of” or “consist of” the various components and steps.

All numbers and ranges disclosed above may vary by some

amount. Whenever a numerical range with a lower limit and

an upper limit is disclosed, any number and any included

range falling within the range is specifically disclosed. In

particular, every range ofvalues (ofthe form, “from about a to

about b,” or, equivalently, “from approximately a to b,” or,

equivalently, “from approximately a-b”) disclosed herein is

to be understood to set forth every number and range encom-

passed within the broader range of values. Also, the terms in

the claims have their plain, ordinary meaning unless other-

wise explicitly and clearly defined by the patentee. Moreover,

the indefinite articles “a” or “an,” as used in the claims, are

defined herein to mean one or more than one of the element

that it introduces. If there is any conflict in the usages of a

word or term in this specification and one or more patent or

other documents that may be incorporated herein by refer-

ence, the definitions that are consistent with this specification

should be adopted.

Throughout this application, various publications are ref-

erenced. The disclosures ofthese publications in their entire-

ties are hereby incorporated by reference into this application

in order to more fully describe the state ofthe art to which this

pertains. The references disclosed are also individually and

specifically incorporated by reference herein for the material

contained in them that is discussed in the sentence in which

the reference is relied upon.
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The present invention has been described with reference to

particular embodiments having various features. It will be

apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications

and variations can be made in the practice of the present

invention without departing from the scope or spirit of the

invention. One skilled in the art will recognize that these

features may be used singularly or in any combination based

on the requirements and specifications of a given application

or design. Other embodiments ofthe invention will be appar-

ent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the speci-

fication and practice of the invention. It is intended that the

specification and examples be considered as exemplary in

nature and that variations that do not depart from the essence

of the invention are intended to be within the scope of the

invention.

Throughout this application, various publications are ref-

erenced. The disclosures ofthese publications in their entire-

ties are hereby incorporated by reference into this application

in order to more fully describe the features of the invention

and/or the state of the art to which this pertains. The refer-

ences disclosed are also individually and specifically incor-

porated by reference herein for the material contained inthem

that is discussed in the portion ofthis disclosure in which the

reference is relied upon.

The invention claimed is:

1. A theoretically exact local reconstruction method com-

prising reconstructing a region of interest (ROI) of an object

into an image from local single photon emission computed

tomography (SPECT) projection data ofthe ROI by modeling

the projection data as an attenuated Radon transform com-

prising formula:
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Pow, 5) = rf(50 + 10* )e’fzmulfltw “7d ,5

5

where Po represents the original projection data, f(x) is the

image to be reconstructed, 6:(cos 6, sin (6)), 6i:(—sin

6, cos (6)), and p.(x) is the attenuation coefficient map.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

defining a compact support and the corresponding attenu-

ation coefficient; and measuring the attenuated Radon

transform of the projection data through the ROI.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

modeling the region of interest as piecewise polynomial;

and reconstructing the image by performing a high order

TV minimization while minimizing the data discrep-

ancy.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the high order TV is

minimized by steepest descent searching method.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the high order TV is

minimized by soft-threshold filtering method.

6. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

identifying a known subregion inside the region ofinterest;

backprojecting the derivative data to a PI line passing

through the known subregion; and reconstructing the

image by inverting the generalized truncated Hilbert

transform

5’00 53 ~ ~ ~
gw(u) = —$ 2 PV chuom — u)f(u)du, 14 e (va, cw).

Csb

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the generalized trun-

cated Hilbert transform is inverted by singular value decom-

position method.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the generalized trun-

cated Hilbert transform is inverted by projection onto convex

set method.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising scanning an

object using a SPECT scanner to acquire projection data

relating to the object.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the single photon

emission computed tomography projection data are uni-

formly attenuated local projections.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the single photon

emission computed tomography projection data are general-

ized attenuated local projections.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is known on the whole compact support.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is reconstructed from global un-truncated trans-

mission projections.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is reconstructed from local truncated transmission

projections passing through the same region of interest.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is known inside a subregion of the region of

interest.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is piecewise polynomial inside the region ofinter-

est.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the projection data

Po(6,s) is acquired with gamma camera.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the reconstruction

image is reconstructed using guided computed tomography

and/or nano-computer tomography.
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19. A SPECT system comprising:

a SPECT scanner operably configured for scanning an

object that is larger than the field of view (FOV) of the

scanner to acquire projection data relating to the object;

a processing module operably configured for theoretically

exact local reconstruction for the scanned portion ofthe

object into an image by identifying a region of interest

(ROI), computing a generalized Hilbert transform by

backprojecting a derivative of the projection data on a

portion of a Pl-segment inside the ROI, performing a

reconstruction method that yields an exact and stable

reconstruction; and

a processor for executing the processing module.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the SPECT scanner

and processing module are operably configured for only scan-

ning and reconstructing a heart, lung, head, or neck of a

subject.

21. The system ofclaim 19, wherein the processing module

is operably configured for modeling the projection data as an

attenuated Radon transform comprising formula:

P0(0,S)= f f(se+lane’frmu‘swmtm,

where Po represents the original projection data, f(x) is the

image to be reconstructed, 6:(cos 6, sin (6)), 6i:(—sin

6, cos (6)), and p.(x) is the attenuation coefficient map.

22. The system of claim 21, further comprising:

defining a compact support and the corresponding attenu-

ation coefficient; and measuring the attenuated Radon

transform of the projection data through the R01.

23. The system of claim 21, further comprising:

modeling the region of interest as piecewise polynomial;

and reconstructing the image by performing a high order

TV minimization while minimizing the data discrep-

ancy.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the high order TV is

minimized by steepest descent searching method.

25. The system of claim 23, wherein the high order TV is

minimized by soft-threshold filtering method.

26. The system of claim 21, further comprising:

identifying a known subregion inside the region ofinterest;

backprojecting the derivative data to a PI line passing

through the known subregion; and reconstructing the

image by inverting the generalized truncated Hilbert

transform

Mu) = —fl2” = PVf ch“0 (14 — 17¢)f(12)d12, 14 e (va, cw).

Csb

27. The system of claim 26, wherein the generalized trun-

cated Hilbert transform is inverted by singular value decom-

position method.

28. The system of claim 26, wherein the generalized trun-

cated Hilbert transform is inverted by projection onto convex

set method.

29. The system of claim 19, wherein the reconstruction

image is reconstructed using guided computed tomography

and/or nano-computer tomography.

30. The system of claim 21, wherein the single photon

emission computed tomography projection data are uni-

formly attenuated local projections.
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31. The system of claim 21, wherein the single photon

emission computed tomography projection data are general-

ized attenuated local projections.

32. The system of claim 21, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is known on the whole compact support.

33. The system of claim 21, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is reconstructed from global un-truncated trans-

mission projections.

34. The system of claim 21, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is reconstructed from local truncated transmission

projections passing through the same region of interest.

35. The system of claim 34, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is known inside a subregion of the region of

interest.

36. The system of claim 34, wherein the attenuation coef-

ficient p.(x) is piecewise polynomial inside the region ofinter-

est.

37. The system of claim 21, wherein the projection data

Po(6,s) is acquired with gamma camera.

38. A method ofusing a SPECT scanner to acquire proj ec-

tion data relating to an object, the method comprising:

imaging an object with a SPECT scanner, wherein the

SPECT scanner has a field of View (FOV) smaller than

the object;

acquiring projection data relating to the object by identi-

fying a region of interest (ROI) and computing a gener-

alized Hilbert transform by backprojecting a derivative

ofthe projection data on a portion ofa Pl-segment inside

the ROI;

and performing a reconstruction method that yields theo-

retically exact and stable reconstruction into an image

for a scanned portion of the object.

* * * * *
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